Analysis of invariant sequences in 266 complete genomes.
To date, the complete genome sequences of more than 250 organisms have been determined. This information can now be used to determine whether there exist any invariant sequences that are conserved among all organisms, from bacteria to plants, animals, and humans. The existence of invariant sequences would strongly suggest that these sequences have been inherited unchanged from the last common ancestor of all life, and that they have essential functions. We have developed a new software program to identify invariant sequences conserved among the currently sequenced genomes and applied this analysis to the complete genome sequences of 266 organisms. We have identified 3 invariant DNA sequences longer than or equal to 11 bp and 6 invariant amino acid sequences longer than or equal to 6 aa. The longest invariant DNA sequence, AAGTCGTACAAGGT (15 bp), was found in the 16S/18S rRNA gene. Two 8 aa sequences, GHVDHGKT in IF2 and EF-Tu and DTPGHVDF in EF-G, were the longest invariant amino acid sequences detected. These sequences could be essential elements from the genome of the last common ancestor and may have remained unchanged throughout evolution.